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SOUL!: Ful� lling the promise of your 
professional life as a teacher and leader
Timothy D Kanold

TOPICS: Professional development

A long-awaited companion to the wildly popular 
HEART!, SOUL! empowers educators to 
take another giant leap toward fulfilling their 
professional promise. This self-reflection resource 
offers professional wellness tips and strategies 

that foster a collaborative, positive school culture, leading to increased 
teacher efficacy. 

SOT0386 • PRE-ORDER • DUE MAR 2021   9781760940386 

A MEANINGFUL MESS: A teacher’s guide 
to student-driven classrooms, authentic 
learning, student empowerment, and 
keeping it all together without losing your 
mind
Andi McNair

TOPICS: Teaching practice; Engagement

A meaningful mess offers suggestions and 
specific tools that can be used to engage this 

generation of students in meaningful, relevant and student-driven 
learning experiences – even if things in the classroom may get messy, 
both literally and figuratively. Such strategies and tools include Genius 
Hour, Makerspaces, flexible learning spaces, meaningful technology, 
global learning experiences, critical and creative thinking, collaboration 
and reflection. Packed with relevant evidence and research, A 
meaningful mess helps teachers understand why traditional teaching 
strategies are no longer working and what they can do to engage and 
empower this generation of learners.   

PRU9587 • $39.95   9781760569587

COLLABORATIVE TEAMS THAT WORK: 
The de� nitive guide to cycles of learning in 
a PLC
Colin Sloper and Gavin Grift

TOPICS: Professional development; 
Professional learning communities

The PLC at Work® model helps teachers around 
the world produce better outcomes for their 
students. But when it comes to putting theory into 

practice, many find themselves unsure of what to do in collaborative 
team meetings and how it all translates to the classroom. With 
Collaborative teams that work, leading PLC experts  Colin Sloper and 
Gavin Grift take the confusion out of the collaborative process for 
school leaders and educators. Whether your school is just starting out 
on its PLC journey or your team is ready to take student learning to the 
next level, this essential guide will bring clarity and focus to your team 
meetings and generate real results for the students you serve.    

HB6104 • $44.95   9781760566104

NEURODEVELOPMENTAL 
DIFFERENTIATION: Optimising brain 
systems to maximise learning 
Andrew Fuller and Lucy Fuller

TOPICS: Differentiation; Child development

In Neurodevelopmental differentiation, clinical 
psychologist Andrew Fuller and educator Lucy 
Fuller make teachers’ working lives easier and 
more effective by helping them to detect what 

might be stopping students from achieving more success. Each of 
the chapters in this book is designed to help teachers and parents 
identify young people’s learning strength areas as well as ways to 
improve functioning in each of the eight unique brain systems: spatial 
reasoning, perceptual and motor skills, concentration and memory, 
planning and sequencing, thinking and logic, people smarts, language 
and word smarts, and number smarts.   

HB5411 • $49.95   9781760565411

THINKING PROTOCOLS FOR LEARNING
Janelle Wills

TOPICS: Teaching practice; Engagement; 
21st century skills

Thinking protocols for learning empowers readers 
to implement deliberate practice and intentional 
application of protocols and provides strategies 
for the promotion of different types of thinking. 
These are not time fillers or isolated activities; 

they integrate instruction for crucial skills into the existing curriculum 
for more effective engagement. Educators often struggle to find a 
resource that addresses all of the key types of thinking. This book is 
a response to that need, drawing on and concisely synthesising ideas 
and approaches from many different areas and authors. Thinking 
protocols for learning is an essential resource that gives educators the 
tools to prepare students for the future.   

HB9921 • $44.95   9781760569921

EDUCATING AND RAISING BOYS 
Michael C Nagel

TOPICS: Differentiation; Child development; 
Wellbeing and mental health

Educating and raising boys  encourages educators 
and parents to expand their understanding of 
the male brain to better support the boys in their 
lives. By examining the behaviour of boys from a 
neuroscientific standpoint and how the hardwiring 

in their brains influences the way they learn, author Michael Nagel 
challenges readers to reassess how we currently engage with boys 
physically, academically, emotionally and spiritually. Rather than 
expect boys to change, readers will learn how to best adapt their own 
behaviour to ensure they are allowing boys to flourish.     

HB6111 • $39.95   9781760566111
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CLASSROOM SERIES

CARS® & STARS® Plus 
CARS & STARS Plus is an integrated reading comprehension 
assessment and teaching tool praised by educators around Australia. 
The program makes it easy to identify gaps in student knowledge and 
then teach those skills through a combination of explicit instruction 
and fun activities.

TOPICS: Literacy; English

Visit hbe.com.au/carsandstars to order or learn more.

CAMS® Plus, 
STAMS® Plus & SOLVE
A unique blend of assessment and instruction, this powerful 
program teaches the fundamental mathematics skills students 
need to move on to the next year level and to become independent 
problem solvers. 

TOPICS: Mathematics

Visit hbe.com.au/camsandstams to order or learn more.

10 PERFORMANCE-BASED STEM PROJECTS
This classroom series provides 10 ready-made projects designed 
to help students achieve higher levels of thinking and develop 
21st century skills, all while learning about science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics.

TOPICS: STEM; 21st century skills

Grades K–1

PRU9181 • $34.95

Grades 2–3 

PRU9198 • $34.95

Grades 4–5 

PRU9204 • $34.95

Grades 6–8

PRU9211 • $39.95

KNOW THE LINGO! Mastering academic vocabulary
Provide students with the strong foundation they 
need to understand the words used in the classroom 
with this fun and accessible series. Know the lingo! 
helps students comprehend academic vocabulary 
and become more effective and engaged learners 
in the classroom.

TOPICS: Teaching practice; Engagement; Literacy Year 2 

TCR7699

$24.95

Year 3  

TCR7705

$24.95

Year 4 

TCR7712

$24.95

Year 5

TCR7729

$24.95

Year 6

TCR7736

$24.95
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LITERACY

CLASSROOM PRACTICE AND LEADERSHIP

READING WITH MEANING, SECOND 
EDITION: Teaching comprehension in the 
primary years
Debbie Miller

TOPICS: Literacy; Teaching practice

In Reading with meaning, Debbie Miller shares her 
knowledge of comprehension strategy instruction, 
the gradual release of responsibility instructional 
model, and planning for student engagement and 

independence. Debbie chronicles a year in her own classroom, giving 
her own vision of strategy instruction and intentional teaching and 
learning. She offers planning documents with matching assessments 
to ensure that no child falls through the cracks.

SHP3769 • $35.95   9781760013769

EMBEDDED FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT, 
SECOND EDITION
Dylan Wiliam

TOPICS: Assessment; Professional learning

In this second edition, author Dylan Wiliam makes 
the case for the significant role of formative 
assessment in increasing teacher quality and 
student learning. Through a vast body of new 
research, insights, examples and formative 

assessment techniques, this rich resource shows F–12 teachers and 
administrators how to positively impact student achievement. 

SOT5688 • $39.95   9781760565688

POWERFUL WRITING STRUCTURES: 
Brain pocket strategies for supporting a 
year-long writing program
Adrienne Gear

TOPICS: Literacy; Teaching practice

Powerful writing structures revolves around 
‘brain pockets’ to help students become familiar 
with the qualities of different writing forms. They 
learn to access memory pockets for personal 

narrative writing, fact pockets for writing non-fiction, and imagination 
pockets for story writing. Based on extensive classroom testing, this 
comprehensive approach to developing a balanced year-long writing 
program includes tips for implementing weekly writing practice and for 
using different forms of writing in the content areas. 

PBP0966 • $39.95   9781760940966

THE CAFE BOOK, EXPANDED SECOND 
EDITION: Engaging all students in daily 
literacy assessment and instruction
Gail Boushey and Allison Behne

TOPICS: Literacy; Teaching practice

For the past 10 years, Gail Boushey and Allison 
Behne have been working with hundreds of 
teachers and students to gain insights into best 
practices for reading instruction. Using those 

insights, they developed this resource to help teachers apply what 
their research has shown – that reading instruction is not about the 
setting, the basal  or the book level. Rather, effective reading instruction 
is based on what that student needs in that moment.  

SHP9983 • $49.95   9781760569983

THE LITERATURE TOOLBOX: An English 
teacher’s handbook
Glen Pearsall

TOPICS: English; Literacy; Teaching practice

Whether you are studying a new text, looking 
for a fresh approach to an old favourite or 
simply seeking strategies for more variety in your 
teaching, this is an invaluable guide for all English 
teachers. Easy to implement and road-tested in 

real classrooms, these practical strategies foster engagement, deepen 
inquiry, and model fluent and sophisticated essay writing. 

HB6994 • $29.95   9781760569945

FIVE WAYS OF BEING: What Learning 
Leaders think, do and say every day
Jane Danvers, Heather De Blasio and Gavin Grift

TOPICS: Leadership; Professional learning

This timely book challenges the notion that 
leadership is a competency-based skill. Rather 
it is about being – about who we are and who 
we need to become to enable the learning and 
growth of others. Through 32 evidence-based 

strategies, readers are empowered to embrace the Five Ways of Being 
and improve their ability to genuinely lead learning in others. 

HB9242 • $39.95   9781760569242

LEADING DATA-INFORMED 
CHANGE IN SCHOOLS
Selena Fisk

TOPICS: Leadership

Leading data-informed change in schools offers 
leaders, principals and administrators a practical 
guide on how to collect, analyse and use data to 
help school communities flourish. This invaluable 
resource introduces a 10-step process for leading 

data-informed change comprising measurable steps for action 
supported by connections to relevant literature and practical examples 
showing what the process looks like in schools. 

HB5381 • $44.95   9781760565381

STRATEGIES THAT WORK, 
THIRD EDITION: Grades K–8
Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis

TOPICS: Teaching practice; Differentiation

In this new edition of their ground-breaking 
book, Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis share 
the work and thinking they’ve done since their 
last publication a decade ago. They offer new 
perspectives on how to explicitly teach thinking 

strategies so that students become engaged, thoughtful, independent 
readers. 

SHP3943 • $49.95   9781760563943
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INVOICE
❍  Please invoice school/institution (of� cial purchase order must be supplied)

Purchase order number:  ______________________________________________

CREDIT CARD   
❍ School/organisation credit card   ❍ Personal credit card

❍ Visa   ❍ Mastercard   ❍ Amex (4% surcharge)

Card number:  

Amount: $ ________  Expiry date: _____   CVV: _____  

Signature:  ___________________________________________________________

CHEQUE   
❍ Cheque – Make cheque payable to Hawker Brownlow Education

ONLINE ‘ON ACCOUNT’ ORDERING NOW AVAILABLE!

If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker Brownlow Education, 
you can now order online and pay using that account.
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PRU9181 10 performance-based STEM projects for Grades k–1 $34.95 

PRU9198 10 performance-based STEM projects for Grades 2–3 $34.95 

PRU9204 10 performance-based STEM projects for Grades 4–5 $34.95 

PRU9211 10 performance-based STEM projects for Grades 6–8 $39.95 

PRU9587 A meaningful mess: A teacher’s guide to student-driven classrooms, authenti c learning, student empowerment, and 
keeping it all together without losing your mind $39.95 

HB6104 Collaborati ve teams that work: The defi niti ve guide to cycles of learning in a PLC $44.95 

HB6111 Educati ng and raising boys $39.95 

SOT5688 Embedded formati ve assessment, Second editi on $39.95 

HB9242 Five Ways of Being: What Learning Leaders think, do and say every day $39.95 

KN
O

W
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O

! TCR7699 Know the lingo! Mastering academic vocabulary, Year 2 $24.95 

TCR7705 Know the lingo! Mastering academic vocabulary, Year 3 $24.95 

TCR7712 Know the lingo! Mastering academic vocabulary, Year 4 $24.95 

TCR7729 Know the lingo! Mastering academic vocabulary, Year 5 $24.95 

TCR7736 Know the lingo! Mastering academic vocabulary, Year 6 $24.95 

HB5381 Leading data-informed change in schools $44.95 

HB5411 Neurodevelopmental diff erenti ati on: Opti mising brain systems to maximise learning $49.95 

PBP0966 Powerful writi ng structures: Brain pocket strategies for supporti ng a year-long writi ng program $39.95 

SHP3769 Reading with meaning, second editi on: Teaching comprehension in the primary years $35.95 

SOT0386 Soul!: Fulfi lling the promise of your professional life as a teacher and leader $49.95 

SHP3943 Strategies that work, third editi on: Teaching comprehension for understanding, engagement, and building knowledge, 
Grades K–8 $49.95 

SHP9983 The CAFE book, expanded second editi on: Engaging all students in daily literacy assessment and instructi on $49.95 

HB6994 The literature toolbox: An English teacher’s handbook $29.95 

HB9921 Thinking protocols for learning $44.95 

CARS & STARS PLUS series Visit hbe.com.au/carsandstars or contact orders@hbe.com.au to order

CAMS PLUS, STAMS PLUS & Solve series Visit hbe.com.au/camsandstams or contact orders@hbe.com.au to order

Total (plus freight) $

ORDER FORM 20-059-12

or order online at hbe.com.au

TERMS OF TRADE
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST

• All prices are subject to change without notice.

• Full money-back guarantee.

•  We do realise it is diffi cult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our 
website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to 
view the fi rst few pages of the book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.

•  We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept 
undamaged returns for full credit or refund.  Posters are for fi rm sale only and will not be sent on 
approval.  Please be aware that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.

•  Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 
within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.

• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

Yes I would like to receive email communications about products and offerings 
from Hawker Brownlow Education. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time.

Attention ............................................. Order Number ..............................

Name of School .........................................................................................

Address .....................................................................................................

..........................................  State ....................P/Code .............................

Country  .....................................................................................................

Email: .........................................................................................................

PO Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia

Phone: 03 8558 2444 | Fax: 03 8558 2400

Website: www.hbe.com.au | Email: orders@hbe.com.au | ABN: 77 093 854 892

TO CONTACT OUR SALES REPS

VIC • TAS • SA

Lyn Keating | 0419 317 817 
lyn.keating@hbe.com.au

QLD • WA • NT • NSW & ACT

Karen Hofmann | 0439 889 190 
karen.hofmann@hbe.com.au

Head Offi ce   03 8558 2444 | orders@hbe.com.au


